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This site is intended only for healthcare professionals resident in the United Kingdom. If you are a member of the public wishing to access information on a specific medicine, please visit www.medicines.org.uk

Adverse events should be reported. Reporting forms and information can be found at www.mhra.gov.uk/yellowcard. Adverse events should also be reported to Ferring Pharmaceuticals Ltd by clicking the ‘Adverse Events’ link above. Tel:0800 111 4126 or by email medical.uk@ferring.com
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              Our use of cookies

We use cookies (including third party cookies) to collect data while you use this website in order to make it work, keep it secure and comply with regulations. We’d also like your consent to use cookies so we can provide you with tailored content and advertising and analyse how you and other people use the website.

Select “On” to consent to our use of these cookies and continue to the website, or select “Off” to control which types of cookies we use. You can read more about cookies in our Privacy Policy.

Necessary cookies

Necessary cookies enable core functionality such as security, network management, and accessibility. You may disable these by changing your browser settings, but this may affect how the website functions.

Analytics cookies 

We’d like to set Google Analytics cookies to help us to improve our website by collecting and reporting information on how you use it. The cookies collect information in away that does not directly identify anyone. For more information on how these cookies work, please see our Privacy Policy.
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